Dealing Death to Earth Worms

By CHRISTOPHER BAIN
Greenkeeper, Oakwood Country Club, Cleveland, Ohio

Some authorities claim that we need the worm for drainage purposes. Well all I have to say is, get good drainage and you will have fewer worms and better greens. For a healthy growth of grass it is necessary that the surface be kept open so that air may reach the roots of the grass and drainage obtained at the same time, but personally I don't look to Mr. Worm to supply the drainage.

From observation you will find that heavy and undrained soil gives a liberal supply of worms as against a heavy and well drained soil. Naturally a light and well drained soil is still less favorable to the worm.

As to the extermination of the worm there are many worm killers on the market but I have been asked to give results obtained by the use of Corrosive Sublimate (bichloride of mercury), an exterminator I have used for many years.

I have used corrosive sublimate mixed with sand, broadcasted and watered in. I obtained good results from this method, but found it dangerous owing to the water and powder settling in "pockets" on low portions of the green and either killing or greatly retarding the grass in that particular spot. I then made a liquid solution and added same to a given quantity of water. This system was quite successful. However at times I felt I did not get the desired strength, so I forsook this method and now simply add my powder to the water as used—stirring the whole up before applying.

With this system, I am led to understand, some greenkeepers do not obtain quite as good results as from the use of other destroyers. However, I believe this to be mainly due to the time of application and not to any fault of the powder.

With many exterminators, such as Mowrah meal for instance, we are told to apply on a dull day following rain, and this rule appears to be the one generally followed with all exterminators.

Delay Application After Rain Fall

After careful observation I have found the second or third day after a rain to be best, and it is immaterial whether the sun shines or the weather be dull.

Naturally you ask why the 2nd or 3rd day and not immediately when the worm is nearest the top and busy? I may say that after heavy rains Mr. Worm keeps busy for quite a few days, and my contention is that while the soil is saturated with water it is more difficult to get to the worm, and the exterminator quickly loses its strength in the soggy green.

A day or so after rain the worm-run is again open and in working order. As you may know in the worm
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burrow you find in dry weather small particles of grass, leaves, etc., which combined with the slime thrown off by the worm leaves a nice runway for his going and coming.

It also makes a good conductor for the poison to reach him and either kill him in his burrow or make him come above ground.

The worm is most susceptible and sensitive to any irritant; hence it is that even an application of soapy water will give results; but we are after his scalp and nothing short of death satisfies a Greenkeeper so we like a more virulent form of poison and so far I have not succeeded in obtaining any better results, with a minimum of labor, than by using Corrosive Sublimate applied by the sprinkling barrel method.

**Mercury Now Advocated for Brown Patch**

Now a word on Brown Patch. Having for many years observed that Greens infested with worms, and requiring frequent applications of Corrosive Sublimate during periods of rain, were practically immune from Brown Patch, I became convinced that the applying of Bichloride of Mercury for eradication of worms performed a two-fold purpose, i.e., the destruction of the worm plus an effective control of conditions favorable to Brown Patch.

Some considerable time ago I mentioned this fact to two recognized authorities of the U. S. Green Section. At that time they had not investigated the mercuric treatment as a preventive and were unable to endorse my opinion. Today Corrosive Sublimate is endorsed by the Green Section and the majority of commercial compounds advocated as preventives are mercuric preparations.

---

**Classified Advertisements**

_Golf Club Officials who wish to secure greenkeepers, assistant greenkeepers and golf course mechanics, will save time and money by writing our Employment Bureau at 407 Caxton Building Cleveland, Ohio._

Advertisements under this heading $1.00 per 20 words, 4 cents per additional word.

This column is operated in connection with the Employment Bureau of the National Association of Greenkeepers of America.

**Classified Employment**

**GREENKEEPER** with 25 years' experience wants good position. Box 152, this magazine.

**GREENKEEPER** desires position. Exceptional experience construction and maintenance. Ohio preferred. Box 153, this magazine.

**POSITION** wanted as course Superintendent, Swiss-American. Have 17 years experience in constructing and upkeep of Golf Courses, also worked 5 years Potanich in Berlin, Ger., and am A-1 Swiss gardener. Have laid out many Golf courses. Wish to change position. Can give the best of references. Address Box 160, National Greenkeeper.

---

**NOTICE**

Greenkeepers who desire to secure positions through the Association Employment Bureau should submit with their applications an account of their experience, proper references and approximate amount of salary requested.

The Classified Advertisement column of **THE NATIONAL GREENKEEPER** offers a suitable medium through which applicants for positions as greenkeepers, assistant greenkeepers or golf course mechanics may get in direct touch with opportunity.